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ABOUT US
ABOUT US.“Dr. Levit Medical Tourism “facilitates overseas patients to
travel to Israel for diagnosis and treatment of various ailments, from
the most advanced medical facilities in Israel. We offer high-end
medical care for patients from China, restoring hope for a full life
again. This is achieved by combining treatment with tourism at one of
the best resorts in the world-Mediterranean sea.
"Dr Levit" offers full assistance to patients right from organizing their travel to
Israel, monitoring their condition during the course of treatment and recovery, and
finally arranges for their travel back home.
We are official representatives of some of the best and largest medical facilities in
Israel; we are a connecting link between patients and these medical centers.
Most of our patients and clients are people who are struggling with diseases like
Cancer and other life threatening complications that require serious surgery and
further treatment, especially in the fields of endocrinology, general and vascular
surgery, pediatrics, organ transplantation and orthopedics, among others
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CANCER PROBLEM IN CHINA
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Every minute 5 people die of cancer in China

Each year 2.7 million Chinese die of malignant
tumors.
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Every minute 6 Chinese patients are diagnosed
with cancer.

Every year 3,120,000 people in China become
cancer patients.
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One in five cancer cases accounts for China
(over 20% of all new cases of cancer in the world).

Cancer death rate in China is 2 times higher than
in other countries. By 2020, the number of deaths
per year could reach three million people.

"Environmental pollution is the main reason for
large-scale expansion of the illness . That is why lung
cancer is the most common form of cancer in China , in the
last 30 years, lung cancer death rate in China has increased
by 464%, "

"Most Chinese people suffer from lung cancer, liver,
stomach, esophageal, rectal, cervical and breast cancer these types of diseases account for for 80% of all deaths in
oncology."
- According to the Chinese Academy of Engineering
Sciences.

CANCER TREATMENT IN ISRAEL
It is estimated that each year 30 000 patients from abroad come to
Israel for medical treatment, 80% of whom are cancer patients.
According to 2016 data, Israeli healthcare system is one of the most
advanced in the world.

Thus, life expectancy of patients who were provided
cancer treatment in Israel is the highest on the planet..
Israel has the highest percentage of successful oncology treatment.
Nowadays,
17 of 28 cancer patients return to normal life after treatment in Israel.

ISRAELI HOSPITALS
Israel is currently recognized as one of the leading destinations of Medical
Tourism in the world, primarily due to Its internationally acclaimed medical
institutions and high-quality health care. Cutting edge and innovative medical
research and procedures not performed anywhere else, are available in Israel at
affordable rates. Advancements in medical research have been registered
especially in the fields of orthopedic surgery, cancer treatment, infertility
treatment and IVF, and also neurosurgical procedures.
We cooperate with some of the leading Israeli Medical facilities that include:
Assuta, Ichilov, Rambam, and Merkaz Herzliya, among others.
Tel Aviv Sourasky
Medical Center
(Ichilov Hospital)

INNOVATIONS LEADER
Israel is one of the world leaders in the areas of research and innovation. Over the years, Israeli researchers have
gone on to invent-Intel 8088 and 80386 processors, Centrino and Core Duo platforms, the world's first USBflash drive, Netafim drip irrigation, ICQ, wireless chargers and more.
Below, we offer some of the outstanding Israeli innovations in healthcare.

Ice-Cure - freezing the tumor
The world's smallest DNA computer
In 2002, researchers from Weizmann
Institute in Rehovot, presented a
programmable molecular computer
machine, composed of enzymes and DNA
molecules instead of conventional
microchips; researchers have built a DNA
computer with data input-output module,
which theoretically is capable of diagnosing
cancer at the cellular level and releasing
anticancer drugs after diagnosis.
This computer is listed in the
Guinness Book of World Records as the
smallest biological computing device on the
planet.

Nano-nose
In 2011, a group of Israeli researchers
from Technion-Israel Institute of Technology
in Haifa, started testing a new innovationNano-nose. This device can be used for the
diagnosis of lung cancer by analyzing the air
exhaled by the patient.
According to tests carried so far,
Nano-nose can not only detect the presence
of tumors, but also distinguishes what type of
tumor, their stages of development, providing
up to 95% accuracy. Since 2014, Nano-nose
has been accepted as a means of diagnosis in
many Israeli hospitals.

Israeli company develops IceCure treatment
of tumors by freezing them.
Freezing is produced through the
introduction of a needle with liquid nitrogen
into a neoplasm. The tumor is first frozen
to-170 degrees, and after thawing it is no
longer a danger. These procedures do not
even require an anesthetic injection. With
the entire procedure taking about 15
minutes only. This procedure has recorded
success in treatment of not only breast
cancer, but also kidney tumors, prostate and
liver cancers.

INNOVATIONS LEADER
Radiotherapeutic
Irradiator
Now Israeli hospitals are equipped
with unique and advanced
radiotherapeutic irradiators. This
computational method has not
hitherto been used in medical and
health institutions and was available
only to NASA. The innovative latestgeneration linear accelerator is
equipped with the MLC HighDefinition systems via which
radiation rays are adjusted to the
shape of oncological tumors with
extreme precision. With this method
healthy organs and tissues remain
almost unaffected. As a result, the
treatment of cancer patients
becomes most successful while the
recovery period reduces. At the
same time, the time of the procedure
also significantly reduces. The
innovative irradiator is most
relevantly used in pediatric
oncology, because children’s bodies
recover much faster after the
radiotherapeutic treatment.

Cancer Visualization

Gamma-knife

It is associated with the technologies related
In Israel, the innovative cancer
to radiosurgical treatment of cancer. When
visualization technology is widely used
used, the tumor is irradiated with gamma
for the treatment of tumors. Visualization radiation, almost without affecting the
healthy cells. The technique is classified as a
is conducted using a special apparatus,
minimally invasive technology that helps to
i.e Positron Emission Tomograph.
reach the hard-accessible tumors. It is used
The apparatus communicates a
to treat tumors up to 3.5 cm. The irradiation
threedimensional image of the organ
tested, tracking the location of molecules occurs through a special helmet. Inside the
device there are emitting heads containing
bound to the radioactive substance. The
radioactive cobalt. All heads direct the rays
substance used for binding is called
to a single point where the tumor is localized.
radionuclide. It is administered into the
The technique is so gentle
patient’s body in small doses throughout
that it can be used even for women in the
the procedure. The medical field owes
the invention of this revolutionary device third trimester of pregnancy. The absence of
the fixing frame is what differs the Cyberto Dr. Lewis and his colleagues, who
knife from the Gammaknife.
made it possible to visualize internal
During the irradiation
organs and tumors using compounds of
procedure involving the cyber-knife a patient
transferrin and zirconium-89.
can move freely, which does not cause any
Visualization of cancer helps to
determine the exact type of tumor and to discomfort. The treatment leaves no cuts
and scars, which eliminates the possibility of
assign treatment in accordance with the
rate of disease progression. With the help infection to the wound. The device reaches
of innovative technology the influence of even those tumors that will not be
drugs on the oncogene can be traced and accessible to a surgeon's scalpel.
conclusions about their success can be
made.

OUR SERVICES AND PRICES
The average cost of cancer treatment in Israel is about $ 18,000, which is significantly
lower than the cost for similar services in the United States.
The complex treatments such as bone marrow transplantation can be much more
expensive, about $ 100,000 $ -120,000, but compare it to the average cost in the United
States - $ 240,000 $ -260,000 - you are saving more than 50%..

We offer the complete package of the medico-touristic services in Israel:
• Assistance with obtaining the Israeli visa
• Booking tickets
• Airport pick up and drop off
• Full support during the trip
• Interpreting during diagnosing and treatment, the translation of the necessary
documents and certificates to/ from Hebrew / Chinese.
• Accommodation nearby the medical centre in accordance with the needs of the client;
• Booking a queue at the hospital for the operation, preparation of all documentation
• Organization of post-operative care in Israel;
• Excursion trips;
• Making insurance to cover unforeseen circumstances during treatment: side effects of
treatment, including prolonged hospitalization, accidents and so on.

WELCOME
Israel is a unique country where it is possible to
combine high quality medical care with resort
relaxation (the best beaches of the Mediterranean,
ancient cultural sightseeing). Our patients undergo
rehabilitation at unique recreational health
complexes (Dead Sea, Hot springs of Galilee and so
on), which are unique only to Israel.
Perhaps no other country in the world has such a
distinguished history such as that of Israel. It is
the cradle of three major world religions:
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. And, is home to
the heart of Israel -Jerusalem, the center of the
universe! The aura of the Eternal City is called
divine for a reason.

Israeli Natural environment
offers a vast and remarkable
abundance of flora and fauna
-over 2500 plants (150 of
which can be found only in
Israel), 7 amphibian species,
nearly 150 species of reptiles,
more than 500 species of
birds, among others.

Our guests can visit four different seas: Mediterranean sea, Red
sea, Dead sea and Galilee sea, famous since the times of Jesus
Christ (Lake Keneret).

WELCOME
The Dead Sea is the most salty lake in the world. River Jordan, as well as
several ephemeral rivers all flow into it. The Dead Sea is named so because
neither fish, nor other organisms can live in its extremely salty environment,
with the only exception
being some types of bacteria living at the mouth of the River Jordan.
Nevertheless, Dead Sea water contains life-giving properties. Bathing is
not only pleasurable and relaxing, but is also beneficial to the skin and joints.
Therapeutic mud, which can be found only on the shores of the Dead Sea,
works wonders.

People from all over the world; come here to treat psoriasis,
osteochondrosis and neuroses. Being the lowest point on the earth
(400 meters below the level of Ocean) means Sun rays, overcoming
additional meters of air, lose their harmful ultraviolet light. You won’t
get a sunburn, but you won’t dive either as the salts and mineral
water in the sea give it the appearance and consistency of warm
sunflower oil. According to the Bible, the legendary cities of Sodom
and Gomorrah were situated on the shores of the Dead Sea ... The
history of Israel spanning many centuries, is the history of the Jewish
people and our patients have the opportunity to be a part of it.

CONTACTS
THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION
You are welcome to contact us (watsapp and viber are also available!):
• China: Couny Representative, Sabiti Jasper: sabitibeijing@yahoo.com, + 86 135 803 25711
• Israel: CEO, Michael Levit: mchllevit@yahoo.com, Tel. + 972 52 5050 410
• Russia: Country Representative, Anna Iakovenko: Tel. +7 911 288 77 90
Our Office: 4 Sderot Ben Gurion, Haifa, Israel
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